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Abstract—Lately, the advantages of setting up adhoc networks are realized. Most of these are established in remote areas. The major
issue that such networks face are related to energy that such a remote sensing node has. In this paper, we attempt to establish and
compare two data gathering and aggregation methods, Maxima-Minima Method and Interval Method on basis of time take for delivery
and energy consumed. In Maxima-Minima Method, the data is shared with the base station according to set threshold value. In Interval
Method, data packets are shared after every small specified interval.
Index Terms—Wireless Sensor Network, Data Gathering, Data Aggregation, Data Scheduling.

I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless Sensor Networks are physically deployed, distributed collection of nodes [1]. These nodes gather data, process, acquire and send
it to either the cluster head or base station for further processing [2]. Most of these networks are deployed in geographies which are hard to
reach or military sensitive. It becomes imperative that they are reliable since the applications which they cater to are so designed. WSN nodes
face the biggest challenge of energy management. Since they are expected to share data periodically or continuously, the nodes which are
energy constrained tend to run of battery. A dead node, even though won’t affect the network stability, hampers the very application it is
employed.
Data aggregation is a process of combining several data packets received form the nodes at intermediate nodes and transmitting it to the
base station (BS) for further processing. Issues like data confidentiality and integrity, security issues, reliability along with energy become
important in such a process in wireless sensor networks. Several data aggregation protocols like LEACH (Low Energy Adaptive Clustering
Hierarchy) [3], TAG (Tiny Aggregation) [4], PRDA (Polynomial Regression Based Secure Data Aggregation) [5], PEGASIS (Power Efficient
Gathering in Sensor Information System) [6] are already well established and in use. In this paper, we establish two separate techniques which
describe how this aggregated data is shared with the base station.
The cluster head in an organized network shares the data with the base station using techniques like TDMA [7], CDMA [8], CSMA/CA [9]
etc with the base station. These techniques have their own disadvantages. For example, TDMA is heavily affected by deployment strategies
and complex to implement in multi-hop scenario. CSMA on the other hand has maximum efficiency when the data traffic is low. CDMA has
involves digital signals hence causes energy utilization.
II. DATA GATHERING AND SCHEDULING METHODS
In this paper, we have used two different methods, and compared them with existing methods. The first method, is known as MaximaMinima Method, while the second method is called the Interval Method. In Maxima-Minima Method, the upper and lower limit of the
combined aggregated data packet which is sent from the cluster head (CH) to the base station is fixed. The data is received by the cluster head
is accumulated till the minimum packet size is achieved. It is then, immediately sent to the base station. If, in case, a burst is received, and the
accumulated packet size is more than the maximum threshold value, the packet is broken down into several different packets, each of which is
less than or equal to the maximum packet size as described. It is then shared as per FIFO algorithm. Thus at all times, the packet size varies
between minimum and maximum values. In the other method, the Interval Method, the cluster head periodically shares data with the base
station, irrespective of the size of the data packet formed at after aggregation. This period is fixed and independent of any surrounding
parameters.
III. PROPOSED WORK
In our paper, we have assumed that each cluster head has a fixed bandwidth available at all times to send the data to the base station, thus
there is no collision at the base station. It is a single hop system. In our algorithm, we have taken into consideration that there are no nodal
failures. It is assumed that the cluster head is selected using LEACH protocol. Each node only shares the data packet once. The node has initial
energy of 0.5 Joules. The energy consumed in receiving or transmitting bits is fixed at 0.5 nJ/bit and existing energy equations are used
[10].The threshold probability used by the node to determine if it’s a cluster head in each round [11].
In Maxima-Minima Method, we have deployed 100 nodes in a grid in 10x10 area. The base station is depicted using a red circle, as in
figure 1. Each cluster is divided into 25 nodes. There cluster head is represented using red triangle. The minimum threshold value is set to 2
bits while the maximum value is set to 8 bits. As the data is shared with the cluster head, it forms a single packet which is shared with the base
station through designated channel. If the data reaches the minimum threshold, it is right away shared with the base station. If however, the
data is packet so formed is bigger than maximum threshold limit, it breaks down the packet till the packet size is less than or equal to the
maximum threshold limit. It then shares the data using FIFO method.
In Interval Method, there are 100 nodes deployed in grid in the same conditions. The base station is depicted using a red circle, as in figure
2. Each cluster is divided into 25 nodes with no overlapping. There cluster head is represented using red triangle. The interval for sharing the
data is fixed at 30 millisecond. After every such interval, the data packet is shared with the base station.
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Similar deployment conditions are used in Hexagonal Cell Based topology. The cluster head is represented using blue dot and the base
station is represented using blue triangle.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In our paper, we have used MATLAB to simulate the results. For grid based deployment, it can be observed in figure 5 & figure 6, there
is not much energy difference and energy consumed with respect to time in either case is nearly the same. However as in Table 1, it can be
noticed that the time is saved in Interval Method as opposed to Maxima-Minima Method.

Figure 1: Maxima-Minima Method Grid Deployment

Figure 3: Packets sent to the BS in Maxima-Minima Method
in Grid

Figure 5: Average Energy plot for each node in
Maxima-Minima Method in Grid

Figure 2: Interval Method Grid Deployment

Figure 4: Packets sent to the BS in Interval Method
in Grid

Figure 6: Average Energy plot for each node in
Interval Method in Grid

Table 1: Time taken Maxima-Minima & Interval method in Grid
Technique
Total Time(In Seconds)
Maxima-Minima Method
57.769636
Interval Method
52.453268
Similarly, for our HEX deployment, from figure 8,9,10 and 11 we observe that energy and time saved in Maxima-Minima Process vis-àvis Interval Method are nearly the same.
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Figure 7: Hex Deployment

Figure 9: Packets sent to BS in Maxima-Minima
method in HEX

Figure 8: Average Energy plot for each node in Maxima
-Minima Method in HEX

Figure 10: Average Energy plot for each node
in interval method in HEX

Figure 11: Packets sent to BS in Interval Method in HEX
Table 2: Time taken Maxima-Minima & Interval method in HEX
Technique
Total Time(In Seconds)
Maxima-Minima Method
9.169001
Interval Method
8.822937
V. CONCLUSION
It is already observed that TDMA fails in multi or single hop, mesh based deployment [10] [12] [13]. In our method, we have successfully
demonstrated two methods in two different topologies which prove efficiency in wireless sensor deployment. In time critical applications,
Interval Method is more beneficial as opposed to Maxima-Minima Method. When considering energy conservation, either methods can be
employed. It can also be observed that Hexagonal Cell based deployment strategy is more efficient as compared to Grid based deployment.
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Table 3: Comparison of Results
Maxima & Minima Method
Interval Method
Energy
Time
Energy
Low
High
Low
Low
Low
Low

Time
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